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CPFR DEFINES A NEW VISION
FOR FORECASTING THROUGH

THE COLLABORATION
BETWEEN TRADING PARTNERS.

Forecasting ... one of the “oldest pro-

fessions” in the business world. In the

CPG industry, few companies have ever

been satisfied with their performance

when it comes to forecasting product

demand. Today, senior executives at

virtually every major CPG manufactur-

ing company would complain that the

forecasting process currently in place

is woefully inadequate, and in many

cases getting worse.

A recent survey, conducted by the

GMA Logistics Committee and reviewed

by Food Logistics magazine in their Sep-

tember issue, reports that inventory lev-

els at manufacturing companies are up.

Survey results based on feedback from

28 member companies show that fin-

ished goods inventories have increased

dramatically, more than 35%, from an

average of 34 days supply in 1996 to an

average of 46.1 days supply in 1999.

Several causes are cited including such

factors as increasing customer demands,

new product introductions, promotional

activities and forward buying practices.

A major underlying concern shared by

many companies in this survey is the

inadequacy of current Forecasting

Processes to deal with these factors. To

“fix” the problem, companies have had to

resort to increasing inventory. 

So why do Forecasting Processes fail

to accommodate these dynamic factors?

What is “missing” in the current

processes that result in such disap-

pointing results?

Some say that new ERP systems

lack the forecasting functionality of

their older legacy systems. This factor

may well be a contributing cause of

more recent increases in inventory lev-

els, but is certainly not a reason for

poor performance prior to the Y2K dri-

ven ERP installations.

Some say ECR fell short of expecta-

tions. Indeed, if the GMA survey is any

indication of the overall industry, then

the ECR Initiative has failed to reduce

inventory levels for manufacturers. The

ECR Initiative targeted inventory reduc-

tion by focusing on Efficient Assort-

ment (Category Management) and Effi-

cient Replenishment (Continuous
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Replenishment/CRP) as separate oppor-

tunities, with EDI as the technology

enabler. Forecasting was a supporting

process of CRP, but not a focused area

for improvement.

Enter CPFR: Collaborative Planning,

Forecasting and Replenishment. CPFR is

a business planning and execution

process that provides a refreshing new

perspective on Forecasting. In contrast

to ECR, CPFR integrates the concepts of

Category Management and Continuous

Replenishment, and defines a new

vision for Forecasting. The CPFR

process is a joint effort between a man-

ufacturer and its trading partner (retail-

er/distributor) to plan AND execute all

the events that drive product demand

AND supply. The CPFR initiative has

been sponsored by the VICS Association

(Voluntary Interindustry Commerce

Standards), and several pilot studies

have been conducted with very positive

results. Participants in these pilots

included several leading CPG manufac-

turers and retailers, including Procter &

Gamble and Wal-Mart.

So what is so “new and different”

about CPFR? What makes CPFR a “bet-

ter Forecasting Process?” A look at the

generic process map/business model

for CPFR will reveal some insight to

the answers. The CPFR model

includes 9 steps:

Application of Scenarios to Generic Model 

By applying “who does what and why” to the Generic Business
Model, it is possible to examine the business processes in the con-
text of customized relationship models, or Scenarios. The key dif-
ference is which party takes ultimate responsibility for the cre-
ation of the sales forecast, order forecast, and order. Partners
determine this based on their competencies, resources, and sys-
tems capabilities. 

Source: www.cpfr.org
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Figure 1:
APPLICATION OF SCENARIOS TO GENERIC MODEL
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• It does not rely solely on

historical/statistical modeling.

• It requires clearly defined roles and

rules for defining, communicating and

executing forecast “revisions.”

A bottom-up process, with clarity of

responsibility and procedures, can bring

dramatic improvements to forecast

accuracy, even without the valuable

interactive input resulting from “collabo-

ration” between trading partners.

CPFR can create an environment

where benefits beyond inventory

reduction can be realized. Take the use

of Third Party Logistics (3PL) providers

as one example. CPFR can make utiliz-

ing a 3PL’s regional distribution center

operation with consolidated delivery

services a feasible strategy. This con-

cept can result in truckload efficien-

cies reducing transportation costs,

which is by far the largest single com-

ponent of supply chain costs for most

CPG manufacturers. CPFR’s accurate

forecasting results in inventory plan-

ning that allows for concerns about

multiple, regional-inventory positions

to be mitigated. 

While CPFR pilots have shown dra-

matic improvements in inventory

reduction, in-stock positions and sales

increases for the participants, they also

have  raised concerns. A general con-

sensus has been that the process

requires focused attention to detail and

is very labor intensive. This has driven

a demand for systems applications to

automate the information/data and

communication processes to allow CPFR

to be applied efficiently across broad

product lines and many trading part-

ners. In addition, Web-enabled applica-

tions are available and/or under devel-

opment to make CPFR a process that

can be widely adopted, without the

technology barrier that has been an

issue for EDI applications.

Unfortunately for the CPFR initia-

tive, concerns about the labor intensity

and subsequent technology issues may

be causing reluctance on the part of

many companies to move forward.

While these concerns are legitimate,

what needs to be considered is the

opportunity for improving the Fore-

casting Process through the adoption

of the “vision” and principles of CPFR.

Companies need to understand how

the concepts of the CPFR model, even

if only applied to internal forecasting

processes, could dramatically improve

forecast accuracy and result in better

inventory management, more efficient

operations and even improved service

levels. Automated “collaboration” may

be the ultimate solution, but for many

CPG manufacturers, revamping their

existing forecasting processes to incor-

porate many of the concepts of CPFR

may be the right thing to do now. For

the “average” company that participat-

ed in the GMA study, and has experi-

enced a 35% increase in finished goods

inventory the last 3 years, CPFR may be

a good idea. V

1. Develop Front-End Agreement

2. Create Joint Business Plan

3. Create Sales Forecast

4. Identify Exceptions for Sales 

Forecast

5. Resolve/Collaborate On Exception

Items

6. Create Order Forecast

7. Identify Exceptions for Order 

Forecast

8. Resolve/Collaborate On Exception

Items

9. Order Generation

Steps 3 through 8 are bundled as the

“Forecasting” steps. These steps involve

numerous activities that require interac-

tion and communication between the

manufacturer and the distributor/

retailer. These interactive activities

make up the concept of “Collaboration.”

The information being shared and the

issues being addressed via these activi-

ties are the very same causal factors list-

ed earlier: increasing customer

demands, promotional activity, new

products, even forward-buying as the

reasons for poor forecast accuracy.

Establishing interactive and collabora-

tive communication processes between

trading partners creates an environment

where event-driven product demand can

be planned for and managed efficiently,

resulting in more accurate forecasting

and well-planned inventory positions.

This Forecasting Process within

the CPFR model also differs from tra-

ditional forecasting in other very sig-

nificant ways:

Collaborative Planning, Forecasting and Replenishment


